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Hybrid Quantum-Classical Computing Architectures
Martin Suchara, Yuri Alexeev, Frederic Chong, Hal Finkel, Henry Hoffmann,
Jeffrey Larson, James Osborn, and Graeme Smith
Abstract—We describe how classical supercomputing can aid unreliable quantum processors of intermediate size to solve large
problem instances reliably. We advocate using a hybrid quantum-classical architecture where larger quantum circuits are broken into
smaller sub-circuits that are evaluated separately, either using a quantum processor or a quantum simulator running on a classical
supercomputer. Circuit compilation techniques that determine which qubits are simulated classically will greatly impact the system
performance as well as provide a tradeoff between circuit reliability and runtime.
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I NTRODUCTION

In the past decade, quantum hardware has achieved dramatic
improvements in gate fidelities, qubit coherence times, and
qubit counts. Small quantum circuit fragments have been experimentally realized with superconducting qubits [21] as well
as with ion traps [7]. However, due to fundamental engineering
limitations, the number of qubits on a chip, gate fidelities, and
qubit coherence times will remain modest in the near future.
While quantum algorithms achieve exponential speedup for
some problems [17], [22], they require deep quantum circuits
involving hundreds of qubits to solve problem instances that
are intractable for classical computers [14]. Moreover, unreliable
quantum hardware can only evaluate such large and deep
circuits with the help of quantum error-correcting codes [10]
that add several orders of magnitude of space and time overhead [20]. This paper explores a hybrid quantum-classical
architecture that allows the use of small, unreliable quantum
processors to evaluate large quantum circuits.
Our earlier theoretical work [5] shows how a quantum computation requiring n qubits can be completed using n−k qubits
and additional classical computation resources, as shown in
Figure 1. This approach was later generalized [12] to allow
breaking a larger quantum circuit into smaller sub-circuits
that can be evaluated separately. In such a decomposition, the
classical computing costs scale exponentially with the number
of gates between the sub-circuits. For this reason it is important
to minimize the number of gates between the sub-circuits.
Our approach presents a tradeoff between quantum and
classical computing resources. Some circuits can be evaluated
more efficiently on classical computers and some on quantum processors. Classical computers are particularly efficient
at evaluating sub-circuits consisting of Clifford gates [11] or
mostly Clifford gates [4]. Near-term quantum hardware, on
the other hand, is expected to excel in evaluating sub-circuits
that are shallow, but potentially densely connected. Shallow
circuit depths allow evaluation without the use of quantum
error correcting codes and avoid the associated overhead.
Another tradeoff exists between computational cost and
fidelity. To increase the fidelity we suggest to partition quantum
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circuits to allow small, fidelity-critical sub-circuits to be simulated on classical supercomputing resources that offer nearly
perfect reliability. Partitioning that minimizes the number of
gates between sub-circuits may reduce the classical computing
overhead but possibly at the cost of reducing the fidelity of the
computation. New compiler analysis techniques will be needed
to allow suitable quantum circuit partitioning, and numeric
simulations with representative quantum circuits can help us
understand and optimize the outlined performance tradeoffs.
We argue that using hybrid quantum-classical architectures
will be necessary to solve large computational problems with
near term quantum hardware. In this position paper we describe this architecture, identify existing tools that can be used
to build the system, and discuss some open questions.
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B UILDING A Q UANTUM -C LASSICAL A RCHITECTURE

Figure 2 depicts a hybrid architecture that uses a classical
supercomputer and quantum processors in the cloud. The
computation in Figure 2 consists of the following steps:
(1) Compiling a quantum algorithm into a quantum circuit: The quantum algorithm must be first programmed in
a quantum programming language and compiled. We note
that the compiled circuit is not fault-tolerant yet and could be
successfully run only on reliable hardware. The Scaffold programming language and ScaffCC compiler [13] provide scalable
environment capable of compiling large quantum circuits. A
variety of quantum circuits suitable for performance evaluation
and benchmarking of the proposed architecture are available in
Scaffold [13], and additional quantum circuits solving practical
problems can be obtained e.g. from OpenFermion [15].
(2) Partitioning of the circuit into suitable sub-circuits: Partitioning into sub-circuits to be run on quantum and classical
processors will require new compiler tools. These tools need
to achieve a long list of conflicting goals. To reduce the time
overhead, the compiler must minimize the number of gates
connecting the sub-circuits. The sub-circuits must be small
enough to fit on the available quantum or classical hardware.
The compiler should also identify which sub-circuits can be
simulated efficiently on classical computers. Finally, to improve
the fidelity of evaluating the quantum circuit, qubits sensitive
to errors should be simulated on reliable classical hardware.
(3) Copying circuit descriptions and inputs: The complied subcircuits and inputs are distributed to the quantum processors
(that may be located off-site) and to the classical simulators
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Fig. 2. The quantum circuit U is decomposed into a classical circuit C and quantum circuits
V1 ...Vn . The quantum circuits are evaluated on quantum computers in the cloud and the
classical circuit on a classical supercomputer.

(that reside at the supercomputing site). Prior to running the circuits on quantum hardware, it must be determined if the hardware is reliable enough and the circuit is shallow enough so that
the computation can succeed with high enough probability. If
higher success probability is needed, the circuits must be made
fault tolerant by using a suitable quantum error correcting code.
The theory of error correction is well developed [8], [10] and
small circuits that demonstrate error correction were realized
experimentally [6].
(4A) Computing on quantum processors: We envision that the
quantum processors will be accessed remotely. For example,
IBM made its superconducting quantum computer with 20
qubits accessible in the cloud [2]. A growing number of other
experimental devices [1] and simulators [19] also allow remote
access. The outputs of quantum circuits are qubit measurement
outcomes represented by classical bits, and can be therefore
transmitted efficiently back to the supercomputing site for
further processing. The only drawback of remote quantum
processor access is increased latency.
(4B) Classical computing on a supercomputer: Some subcircuits are evaluated on a classical supercomputer. Classical
circuits can be evaluated using traditional techniques, and
quantum circuits can be evaluated by a quantum simulator.
A suitable simulator is e.g. Intel-QS [18] capable of evaluating
general quantum circuits with up to approximately 50 qubits.
Intel-QS takes full advantage of multi-core and multi-node
architectures and was ported to the Cray/Intel supercomputer
Theta [3].
(5) Combining the results: In the final step the results feeding
from the quantum and classical circuits are combined, and steps
3 and 4 are possibly repeated with the same or different circuit
inputs.

3

D ISCUSSION

AND

O PEN Q UESTIONS

The overall system performance critically depends on the
choice of sub-circuits that are simulated classically. This is a
difficult problem as there are exponentially many choices of

which qubits should be simulated and when. Additional complication is a tradeoff between running time and circuit fidelity.
Classically simulated qubits are perfect whereas physical qubits
are subject to loss and decoherence. At one extreme we can
classically simulate qubits that require the highest reliability
without regard to the connectivity of the circuit. This approach
will optimize the circuit fidelity at the cost of a potential
exponential increase in running time. Another extreme is to find
the most natural separation of the quantum circuit into subcircuits to minimize the number of gates connecting the subcircuits. This approach minimizes the running time but does
not consider the fidelity of the computation. Benchmarking of
various strategies will be needed to determine the appropriate
tradeoff.
The discussed architecture leverages small geographically
distributed quantum processor prototypes to solve larger computational tasks. An interesting question is how can computation proceed effectively if there is a communication delay of
tens of milliseconds between the processors and circuits have
to be partitioned into very small sub-circuits.
Yet another question is which algorithms are best suited to
benefit from hybrid quantum-classical computing. The methods in [5] and [12] require clean circuit separation into subcircuits without cutting too many two-qubit gates. Fortunately,
there are promising practical problems that have quantum
circuits with low depth and sparse connectivity. Such separable circuits include Quantum Approximate Optimization
Algorithms (QAOA) [9] and some quantum machine learning
algorithms.
Besides more efficient computing, hybrid quantum-classical
architectures can be also useful for validation of the outputs of a
quantum computer [16]. For some computation, we can replace
a potentially noisy physical qubit with a perfectly performing
classically simulated qubit. If the output is unaffected by this
replacement, it suggests that any noise on the physical qubit
can be considered benign. If we replace a logical qubit protected
by error correcting code by a perfect classical qubit, matching
output can also verify that the gate sequence that performs the
error correction was correct and effective.
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